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PERFORMING WORK EFFICIENTLY IN THE PRESENCE OF
FAULTS∗
CYNTHIA DWORK† , JOSEPH Y. HALPERN‡ AND ORLI WAARTS§
Abstract. We consider a system of t synchronous processes that communicate only by sending
messages to one another, and that together must perform n independent units of work. Processes
may fail by crashing; we want to guarantee that in every execution of the protocol in which at least
one process survives, all n units of work will be performed. We consider three parameters: the
number of messages sent, the total number of units of work performed (including multiplicities), and
time. We present three protocols for solving the problem. All three are work-optimal, doing O(n+ t)
work. The first has moderate costs in the remaining two parameters, sending O(t
√
t) messages, and
taking O(n + t) time. This protocol can be easily modified to run in any completely asynchronous
system equipped with a failure detection mechanism. The second sends only O(t log t) messages, but
its running time is large (O(t2(n+ t)2n+t)). The third is essentially time-optimal in the (usual) case
in which there are no failures, and its time complexity degrades gracefully as the number of failures
increases.
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1. Introduction. A fundamental issue in distributed computing is fault-tolerance:
guaranteeing that work is performed, despite the presence of failures. For example, in
controlling a nuclear reactor it may be crucial for a set of valves to be closed before
fuel is added. Thus, the procedure for verifying that the valves are closed must be
highly fault-tolerant. If processes never fail then the work of checking that the valves
are closed could be distributed according to some load-balancing technique. Since
processes may fail, we would like an algorithm that guarantees that the work will
be performed as long as at least one process survives. Such an algorithm could be
particularly useful in a local area network, where jobs might be distributed among
idle workstations. (The idea of running computations on idle nodes is an old one,
going back at least to [17]. See [12] for one implementation of this approach, and
further references.) In this case a “failure” might correspond to a user reclaiming her
machine.
The notion of work in this paper is very broad, but is restricted to “idempotent”
operations, that is, operations that can be repeated without harm. This is because
if a process performs a unit of work and fails before telling a second process of its
achievement, then the second process has no choice but to repeat the given unit of
work. Examples include verifying a step in a formal proof, evaluating a boolean
formula at a particular assignment to the variables, sensing the status of a valve,
closing a valve, sending a message, say, to a process outside of the given system, or
reading records in a distributed database.
Formally, we assume that we have a synchronous system of t processes that are
subject to crash failures, that want to perform n independent units of work. (For
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now, we assume that initially there is common knowledge among the t processes
about the n units of work to be performed. We return to this point later.) In one
time unit a process can compute locally and perform one unit of work and one round
of communication (sending and receiving messages). Given that performing a unit
of work can be repeated without harm, a trivial solution is obtained by having each
process perform every unit of work. In our original example, this would mean that
every process checks that every valve is closed. This solution requires no messages,
but in the worst case performs tn units of work and runs in n rounds. (Here the worst
case is when no process fails.)
Another straightforward solution can be obtained by having only one process
performing the work at any time, and checkpointing to each process after completing
every unit of work. In this solution, at most n+t−1 units of work are ever performed,
but the number of messages sent is almost tn in the worst case.
In both these solutions the total amount of effort, defined as work plus messages,
is O(tn). If the actual cost of performing a unit of work is comparable to the cost
of sending a message, then neither solution is appealing. In this paper we focus on
solutions which are work-optimal, up to a constant factor, while keeping the total
effort reasonable. Clearly, since a process can fail immediately after performing a
unit of work, before reporting that unit to any other process, a work-optimal solution
performs n+ t−1 units of work in the worst case. Thus, we are interested in solutions
that perform O(n+ t) work.
Let n′ = max(n, t). Our first result is an algorithm whose total effort is at most
3n′+9t
√
t. In fact, in the worst case the amount of work performed is at most 3n′ and
the number of messages is at most 9t
√
t, so the form of the bound explains the costs
exactly. We then optimize this algorithm to achieve running time of O(n+ t) rounds.
Note that any solution requires n rounds in the worst case, since if t − 1 processes
are initially faulty then the remaining process must perform all n units of work. In
this algorithm the synchrony is used only to detect failures, as usual by detecting
the absence of an expected message. Thus, it can be easily modified to work in a
completely asynchronous system equipped with a failure detection mechanism.
We then prove that the above algorithm is not message-optimal (among work-
optimal algorithms), by constructing a technically challenging work-optimal algorithm
that requires only O(t log t) messages in the worst case. Since O(n+t) is a lower bound
on work, and hence on effort, the O(n+t log t) effort of this algorithm is nearly optimal.
The improved message complexity is obtained by a more aggressive use of synchrony.
In particular, the absence of a message in this algorithm has two possible meanings:
either the potential sender failed or it has insufficient “information” (generally about
the history of the execution), and therefore has chosen not to send a message. Due to
this use of synchrony, unlike the first algorithm, this low-effort algorithm will not run
in the asynchronous model with failure detection. In addition, the efficiency comes at
a price in terms of time: in the worst case, the algorithm requires O(t2(n + t)2n+t)
rounds.
The first two algorithms are very sequential: at all times work is performed by a
single active process who uses some checkpointing strategy to inform other processes
about the completed work. This forces the algorithms to take at least n steps, even
in a failure-free run. To reduce the time we need to increase parallelism. However,
intuitively, increasing parallelism while simultaneously minimizing time and remaining
work-optimal may increase communication costs, since processes must quickly tell
each other about completed work. The third algorithm does exactly this in a fairly
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straightforward way, paying a price in messages in order to decrease best-case time. It
is designed to perform time-optimally in the absence of failures, and to have its time
complexity degrade gracefully with additional faults. In particular, it takes n/t + 2
rounds in the failure-free case, and its message cost is 2t2; its worst-case message cost
is O(ft2), where f is the actual number of failures in the execution.
There are a number of assumptions in our model that are arguably not realistic.
For one, we assume that the n units of work are identical, or, at least, that they all take
the same amount of time to perform. In addition, we assume that the total workload
is static, and is common knowledge at the beginning of the algorithm. It is not too
hard to modify our last algorithm to deal with a more realistic scenario, where work
is continually coming in to different sites of the system, and is not initially common
knowledge. We remark that a patent has been filed by IBM for such a modified
algorithm.
One application of our algorithms is to Byzantine agreement. The idea is that
the general tries to inform t processes, and then each of these t processes performs
the “work” of ensuring that all processes are informed. In particular, our second
algorithm, called Protocol B, gives a Byzantine agreement algorithm for the crash
fault model that requires O(n+ t
√
t) messages and O(n) time, where n is the number
of processes in the system and t is a bound on the number of failures, while our third
algorithm gives a Byzantine agreement algorithm that uses O(n+t log t) messages and
exponential time. The best result prior to ours was a nonconstructive algorithm due
to Bracha that requires O(n + t
√
t) messages [4]. Galil, Mayer, and Yung [11] have
recently obtained an algorithm that uses only a linear number of messages. However,
the algorithm is incomparable to the agreement algorithm obtained using Protocol B
because it requires a superlinear number of rounds.
Using the observation that our solutions to the work problem yield solutions to
Byzantine agreement, we can now return to the assumption that initially there is
common knowledge about the work to be performed. Specifically, if even one process
knows about this work, then it can act as a general, run Byzantine agreement on the
pool of work using one of the three algorithms, and then the actual work is performed
by running the same algorithm a second time on the real work. If n, the amount
of actual work, is Ω(t), then the overall cost at most doubles when the work is not
initially common knowledge.
1.1. Related Work. The idea of doing work in the presence of failures, in a
different context, has appeared elsewhere. First, Bridgland and Watro [5] considered
a system of t asynchronous processes that together must perform n independent units
of work. The processes may fail by crashing and each process can perform at most
one unit of work. They provide tight bounds on the number of crash failures that can
be tolerated by any solution to the problem.
Clearly, our problem assumes a very different model than the one of [5]. Further-
more, they want a protocol that guarantees that the work will be performed in every
execution of the protocol, while we want only a protocol that guarantees that the work
will be performed in executions in which at least one process survives. Consequently,
their problem is not always solvable and their focus is on finding conditions under
which it is solvable. Our problem is always solvable; our focus is on finding efficient
solutions.
Another similar but not identical problem was considered by Kanellakis and
Shvartsman. In a seminal paper [13] they consider the Write-All problem, in which
n processes cooperate to set all n entries of an n-element array to the value 1. They
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provide an efficient solution that tolerates up to n−1 faults, and show how to use it to
derive robust versions of parallel algorithms for a large class of interesting problems.
Their original paper was followed by a number of papers that consider the problem
in other shared-memory models (see [1, 6, 14, 15, 16]).
The Write-All problem is, of course, a special case of the type of work we consider.
Nevertheless, our framework differs from that of [13] in two important respects, so
that their results do not apply to our problem (nor ours to theirs). First, they consider
the shared-memory model while we consider the message-passing model. Using the
shared-memory model simplifies things considerably for our problem. In this model,
there is a straightforward algorithm (that uses shared memory to record what work
has been done) with optimal effort O(n + t) (where effort now counts both reading
and writing into shared memory, as well as doing work), running in time O(nt).
While there are well-known emulators that can translate algorithms from the shared-
memory model to the message-passing model (see [2, 3]), these emulators are not
applicable for our problem, because the number of failures they tolerate is less than
a majority of the total number of processes, while our problem allows up to t − 1
failures. Also, these transformations introduce a multiplicative overhead of message
complexity that is polynomial in t, while one of our goals here is to minimize this
term.1 Second, our complexity measure is inherently different from that of [13].
Kanellakis and Shvartsman’s complexity measure is the sum, over the rounds during
which the algorithm is running, of the number of processes that are not faulty during
each round. They call their measure the available processor steps. This measure
essentially “charges” for a nonfaulty process at round r whether or not it is actually
doing any work (say, reading or writing a cell in shared memory). Our approach is
generally not to charge a process in round r if it is not expending any effort (sending
a message or performing a unit of work) at that round, since it is free at that round
to be working on some other task.2 Of course, the appropriateness of charging or not
charging for process idle time will depend very much on the details of the system and
the tasks being performed.
Our results have been extended by De Prisco, Mayer, and Yung [8], and by
Galil, Mayer, and Yung [11]. De Prisco, Mayer, and Yung [8] consider the problem
introduced here, but their goal is to optimize the available processor steps defined by
[13], and then the number of messages. They present a message-efficient algorithm
that achieves optimality in the available processor steps measure. They also show that
when t ≈ n, any algorithm for performing work in the message-passing model requires
at least n2 available processor steps. This lower bound can be avoided in shared-
memory models that allow concurrent writes; for example, an O(n log2 n) solution is
presented in [13]. Galil, Mayer, and Yung [11] employ the results of [8] to obtain a
Byzantine agreement algorithm for the crash fault model that requires only a linear
number of messages. Roughly speaking, the processors are organized into a tree. The
children of the root attempt to solve the problem recursively; the group membership
protocol of [8] (called a checkpoint protocol, not to be confused with the checkpoints
as defined in our paper) is used to attempt to determine which of the children have
failed to complete the recursive step, and the computation is re-organized accordingly.
1 In fact, these emulators are designed for asynchronous systems, and it may be possible to
improve their resilience for our synchronous model. Nevertheless, they seem to have an inherent
multiplicative overhead in message complexity that is at least linear in t.
2 Inactive processes in our algorithms may need to both receive messages and count the number
of rounds that have passed, say from the time they received their last message. We assume that
processes can do this while carrying on other tasks.
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The Galil, Mayer, and Yung protocol compares to that obtained by using our
Protocol B as follows: [11] requires O(n) messages, while ours requires O(n√n); [11]
requires O(n1+1/ǫ) rounds of communication while ours requires O(n); finally, [11]
requires messages of length Ω(n+ log2 |V |), where V is the set of possible agreement
values. This appears to be because the protocol requires knowledge of which proces-
sors are alive and which processors occupy which parts of the tree. In contrast, our
messages are of length O(log n+ log2 |V |).
2. A Protocol with Effort O(n+ t3/2). Our goal in this section is to present a
protocol with effort O(n+ t
√
t) and running time O(n+ t). We begin with a protocol
that is somewhat simpler to present and analyze, with effort O(n+ t
√
t) and running
time O(nt + t2). This protocol has the additional property of working with minimal
change in an asynchronous environment with failure detection.
The main idea of the protocol is to use checkpointing in order to avoid redoing
too much work if a process fails. The most na¨ıve approach to checkpointing does
not work. To understand why, suppose a process does a checkpoint after each n/k
units of work. This means that up to n/k units of work are lost when a process fails.
Since up to t processes may fail, this means that nt/k units of work can be lost (and
thus must be repeated), which suggests we should take k ≥ t if we want to do no
more than O(n) units of work altogether. However, since each checkpoint involves
t messages, this means that roughly tk messages will be sent. Thus, we must have
k ≤ √t if we are to use fewer than t√t messages. Roughly speaking, this argument
shows that doing checkpoints too infrequently means that there might be a great deal
of wasted work, while doing them too often means that there will be a great deal of
message overhead. Our protocol avoids these problems by doing full checkpoints to
all the processes relatively infrequently—after n/
√
t units of work—but doing partial
checkpoints to only
√
t processes after every n/t units of work. This turns out to be
just the right compromise.
2.1. Description of the Algorithm. For ease of exposition, we assume that t
is a perfect square, and that n is divisible by t (so that, in particular, n > t). We leave
to the reader the easy modifications of the protocol when these assumptions do not
hold. We assume that the processes are numbered 0 through t− 1, and that the units
of work are numbered 1 through n. We divide the processes into
√
t groups of size
√
t
each, and use the notation gi to denote process i’s group. (Note gi = ⌈(i + 1)/
√
t⌉.)
We divide the work into
√
t chunks , each of size n/
√
t, and subdivide the chunks into√
t subchunks of size n/t.
The protocol guarantees that at each round, at most one process is active. The
active process is the only process performing work. If process i is active, then it knows
that processes 0 to i − 1 have crashed or terminated. Initially, process 0 is active.
The algorithm for process 0 is straightforward: Process 0 starts out doing the work,
a subchunk at a time. After completing a subchunk c, it does a checkpoint to the
remaining processes in its group g0 (processes 1 to
√
t−1); that is, it informs its group
that the subchunk of work has been completed by broadcasting to the processes in its
group a message of the form (c). (If process 0 crashes in the middle of a broadcast,
we assume only that some subset of the processes receive the message.) We call this
a partial checkpoint, since the checkpointing is only to the processes in g0. (Code for
this for module and the whole protocol may be found in Figure 1.) After completing
a whole chunk of work—that is, after completing a subchunk c which is a multiple of√
t—process 0 informs all the processes that subchunk c has been completed, but it
informs them one group at a time. After informing a whole group, it checkpoints the
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fact that a group has been informed to its own group (i.e., group 1). Formally, after
completing a subchunk c that is a multiple of
√
t, process 0 does a partial checkpoint to
its own group, and then for each group 2, . . . ,
√
t, process 0 broadcasts to the processes
in group g a message of the form (c, g), and then broadcasts to all the processes in its
own group a message of the form (c, g). We call this a full checkpoint. Note that in
a full checkpoint, there is really a double checkpointing process: we checkpoint both
the fact that work has been completed, and (to the processes in g0) the fact that all
processes have been informed that the work has been completed. Process 0 terminates
after sending the message (t,
√
t) to process t− 1, indicating to the last process that
the last chunk of work has been completed (unless it crashes before that round).
If process 0 crashes, we want process 1 to become active; if process 1 crashes, we
want process 2 to become active, and so on. More generally, if process j discovers
that the first j − 1 processes have crashed, then it becomes active. Once process j
becomes active, it continues with essentially the same algorithm as process 0, except
that it does not repeat the work it knows has already been done. We must ensure
that the takeover proceeds in a “smooth” manner, so that there is at most one active
process at a time.
Process j’s algorithm is as follows. If j does not know that all the work has
already been performed and sufficiently long time has passed from the beginning of
the execution, then j becomes active. “Sufficiently long” means long enough to ensure
that processes 0, . . . , j − 1 have crashed or terminated. As we show below, we can
take “sufficiently long” to be defined by the function DD(j) = j(n + 3t). (“DD”
stands for deadline. We remark that this is not an optimal choice for the deadline;
we return to this issue later.) Thus, if the round number r is less than DD(j), then
j does nothing. Otherwise, if j does not know that the work is completed, it takes
over as the active process at round DD(j).
When j takes over as the active process, it essentially follows process 0’s algorithm.
Suppose the last message j received was of the form (c, g), and this message was
received from a process k. By the syntax of the message we have that c is a multiple
of
√
t and that k was performing a full checkpoint when it sent the message. If
k /∈ gj then g = gj, since this is the only kind of full checkpoint message that k sends
to processes outside its group. Thus, j must inform the rest of its own group that
subchunk c was performed, which it does with a Partialcheckpoint(c), and proceeds
with the full checkpoint of c, beginning with group gi + 1 = g + 1.
If k ∈ gj then g > gj; the meaning of (c, g) in this case is that k has told group
g that subchunk c has been completed, and is telling its own group, gk (= gj), about
this fact. In this case j first ensures that its own group knows that group g has been
informed about subchunk c by broadcasting (c, g) to the remainder of its group, and
then proceeds with the full checkpoint beginning with group g + 1.
If the last message received was of the form (c) then this message was part of a
partial checkpoint to gj . In this case process j completes the partial checkpoint.
In all three cases, j proceeds with work beginning with subchunk c+ 1 (if such a
subchunk exists).
Unless it has already crashed, process j terminates before becoming active if it
receives (t) (as part of a partial checkpoint) or (t, gj) (as part of a full checkpoint).
Otherwise, after becoming active at DD(j), it terminates as follows. If gj =
√
t
then j terminates after broadcasting (t) to the remainder of gj. If gj <
√
t then j
terminates after completing a call of the form Fullcheckpoint(t, gj+1). This completes
the description of our first protocol. We call this Protocol A; the code appears in
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Main protocol
1. if round number = DD(j) and not received (t) or (t, gj)
2. then DoWork.
DoWork
1. if the last message received was from k and had the form (c, g)
2. then if k /∈ gj
3. then Partialcheckpoint(c); {see code below}
4. else Broadcast (c, g) to processes j + 1, . . . , gj
√
t− 1;
5. Fullcheckpoint(c, g + 1); {complete a full checkpoint; see code below}
6. else let (c) be the last message received;
7. Partialcheckpoint(c);
8. if c is a multiple of
√
t
9. then Fullcheckpoint(c, gj + 1).
10. for s = c+ 1 to t do {proceed with performing work}
11. Perform subchunk s;
12. Partialcheckpoint(s);
13. if s is a multiple of
√
t;
14. then Fullcheckpoint(s, gj + 1)
Partialcheckpoint(c)
1. Inform the remainder of group gj that subchunk c has been performed
by broadcasting (c) to processes j + 1, . . . , gj
√
t− 1
Fullcheckpoint(c, l)
1. for g = l to
√
t do
2. Inform group g that subchunk c has been performed
by broadcasting (c, g) to group g;
3. Inform the remainder of group gj that group g has been informed
about subchunk c by broadcasting (c, g) to processes j + 1, . . . , gj
√
t− 1
Fig. 1. Protool A; Code for Process j
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Figure 1.
Notice that we can easily modify this algorithm to run in a completely asyn-
chronous system equipped with an appropriate failure detection mechanism [7]: If
a process fails, then the failure detection mechanism must eventually inform all the
processes that have not failed of this fact; moreover, the mechanism must be sound,
in that it never says that a nonfaulty process has failed. The modification is trivial:
rather than waiting until round DD(j) before becoming active, process j waits until
it has been informed that processes 1, . . . , j − 1 crashed or terminated.
2.2. Analysis and Proof of Correctness. We now give a correctness proof
for Protocol A. We say a process is retired if it has either crashed or terminated.
Lemma 2.1. A process performs at most n units of work, sends at most 3t
√
t
messages, and runs for less than n+3t rounds from the time it becomes active to the
time it retires.
Proof. It is easy to see that from the time process i becomes active, it performs
each unit of work at most once, partial checkpoints each subchunk at most once (and
hence performs at most t partial checkpoints), and full checkpoints every chunk at
most once (and hence performs at most
√
t full checkpoints). Each partial checkpoint
consists of a broadcast to process i’s group, and hence involves at most
√
t messages
and one round. Thus, process i spends at most t rounds on partial checkpoints,
and sends at most t
√
t messages when performing partial checkpoints. During a full
checkpoint, process i broadcasts once to each group other than its own, and broadcasts
at most
√
t times to its own group. Each broadcast involves at most
√
t messages and
one round, and there are
√
t groups. Thus, process i sends less than 2t
√
t messages
when performing full checkpoints, and takes less than 2t rounds doing so. The required
bounds immediately follow.
Recall that DD(j) = j(n+ 3t). The following lemma is now immediate from the
definition of DD.
Lemma 2.2. Assume process j becomes active at round r of an execution eA of
Protocol A. Then all processes < j have retired before round r.
It is sometimes convenient to view a group gi as a whole. Therefore we say that a
group is active in the period starting when some process in this group becomes active
and ending when the last process of this group retires. Notice that Lemma 2.2 ensures
that when gi becomes active, all processes in smaller groups have retired.
Theorem 2.3. In every execution of Protocol A,
(a) at most 3n units of work are performed in total by the processes,
(b) at most 9t
√
t messages are sent,
(c) by round nt+ 3t2, all processes have retired.
Proof. Part (c) is immediate from Lemma 2.1 and the definition of DD.
We prove parts (a) and (b) simultaneously. To do so, we need a careful way of
counting the total number of messages sent and the total amount of work done. A
given unit of work may be performed a number of times. If it is performed more
than once, say by processes i1, . . . , ik, we say that i2 redoes that unit of work of i1, i3
redoes the work of i2, etc. It is important to note that i3 does not redo the work of
i1 in this case; only that of i2. Similarly, we can talk about a message sent during a
partial checkpoint of a subchunk or a full checkpoint of a chunk done by i1 as being
resent by i2. In particular, a message m sent by i1 as part of a broadcast is resent by
i2 if i2 sends exactly the same message as part of a broadcast (not necessarily to the
same set of recipients). For example, if i1 sends (c) to the remainder of gi1 as part of
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a partial checkpoint, and later i2 sends (c) to the remainder of gi2 , then, whether or
not gi1 = gi2 , the messages in the second broadcast are considered to be resendings.
Since the completion of a chunk is followed by a full checkpoint, it is not hard to
show that when a new group becomes active, it will redo at most one chunk of work
that was already done by previous active groups. It will also redo at most one full
checkpoint that was done already on the previous chunk, and
√
t partial checkpoints
(one for each subchunk of work redone). In all, it is easy to see that at most n/
√
t
units of work done by previous groups are redone when a new group becomes active,
and 3t messages are resent. Similarly, since the completion of a subchunk is followed
by a partial checkpoint, it is not hard to show that when a new process, say i, in
a group that is already active becomes active, and the last message it received was
of the form (c) (i.e., a partial checkpoint of subchunk c), it will redo at most one
subchunk that was already done by previous active process (namely, c+ 1), and may
possibly resend the messages in two partial checkpoints: the one sent after subchunk
c, and the one sent after subchunk c + 1 (if the previous process crashed during the
checkpointing of c + 1 without i receiving the message). If the last message that
i received was (c, g) for g > gi (that is, the checkpointing of a checkpoint in the
middle of a full checkpoint), then similar arguments show that it may resend 3
√
t
messages: the checkpoint of (c, g) to its own group, the checkpoint (c, g +1) to group
g+1, and the checkpointing of (c, g+1) to its own group. Thus, the amount of work
done by an active group that is redone when a new process in that group becomes
active is at most n/t, and the number of messages resent is at most 3
√
t.
The maximum amount of unnecessary work done is: (number of groups)× (amou-
nt of work redone when a new group becomes active) + (number of processes) ×
(amount of work redone when a new process in an already active group becomes
active) ≤ √t(n/√t) + t(n/t) = 2n. Similarly, the maximum number of unnecessary
messages that may be sent is no more than: (number of groups)× (number of messages
resent when a new group becomes active) + (number of processes) × (number of
messages resent when a new process in an already active group becomes active) ≤√
t(3t) + t3
√
t = 6t
√
t. Clearly n units of work must be done; by Lemma 2.1, at
most 3t
√
t messages are necessary. Thus, no more than 3n units of work will be done
altogether, and no more than 9t
√
t messages will be sent altogether.
2.3. Improving the Time Complexity. As we have observed, the round com-
plexity of Protocol A is nt+3t2. We now discuss how the protocol can be modified to
give a protocol that has round complexity O(n + t), while not significantly changing
the amount of work done or the number of messages sent.
Certainly one obvious hope for improvement is to use a better function than DD
for computing when process i should become active. While some improvement is
possible by doing this, we can get a round complexity of no better than O(n
√
t) if
this is all we do, which is still more than we want. Intuitively, the problem is that if
process j gets a message of the form (c, g), then it is possible, as far as j is concerned,
that some other process i < j may have received a message of the form (c +
√
t, h).
(Observe that this situation is possible even if gi = gj because if the sender of the
message (c+
√
t, h) crashes at the round it broadcasts this message to gi, this message
may reach an arbitrary subset of the processes in gi.) Process j cannot become active
before it is sure that i has retired. To compute how long it must wait before becoming
active, it thus needs to compute how long i would wait before becoming active, given
that i got a message of the form (c +
√
t, h). On the other hand, if i did get such
a message, then as far as i is concerned, some process i′ < i may have received a
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message of the form (c+2
√
t, h′). Notice that, in this case, process j knows perfectly
well that no process received a message of the form (c+ 2
√
t, h′); the problem is that
i does not know this, and must take into account this possibility when it computes
how long to wait before becoming active. Carrying out a computation based on these
arguments gives an algorithm which runs in O(n
√
t) rounds.
On closer inspection, it turns out that the situation described above really causes
difficulties only when all processes involved (in the example above, this would be the
processes j, i, and i′) are in the same group. Thus, in our modified algorithm, called
Protocol B, process j computes the time to become active as follows: Suppose that
the last message received by process j before round r was received from process i
in round r′. Process j then computes a function DDB(j, i) with the property that
if r = r′ + DDB(j, i), then process j knows at round r that all processes in groups
g′ < gj must have retired. Moreover, if gi = gj, then j knows at round r that all
processes ≤ i must have retired. Process j then polls all the lower-numbered processes
in its own group not known to it as retired, one by one, to see if they are alive; if not,
then j becomes active. If any of them is alive, then the lowest-numbered one that is
alive becomes active upon receipt of j’s message. Once a process becomes active, it
proceeds just as in Protocol A. This technique turns out to save a great deal of time,
while costing relatively little in the way of messages.
In particular, in Protocol B, process 0 follows the same algorithm as in Protocol
A. Process j’s algorithm is as follows. Here j receives messages either of the form
(c), (c, g) or of the form go ahead. We call the first two types of messages ordinary,
to distinguish them from the go ahead messages. Suppose that the last ordinary
message received by process j before round r is of the form (c) or (c, g), and this
message was received from process i at round r′. To avoid dealing separately with the
special case in which j does not receive any message before it becomes active, we use
the convention that process 0 becomes active in round 0 (just before the execution
begins) and every process receives from it an ordinary message (0, g) at that round.
(These fictitious messages are used only in the analysis and hence will not be taken
into account when computing the message complexity of the protocol. Also, if in the
actual execution process 0 crashes before ever becoming active then we say that it
crashes just after it finishes broadcasting these fictitious messages.) There are now two
ways for j to become active at round r. The first is if j receives a go ahead message
at round r and c < t. In this case j becomes active, proceeding just as in Protocol
A when it became active at round DD(j). Alternatively, if j does not receive a
message for a sufficiently long time, j becomes active. Intuitively, sufficiently long
will ensure that all processes smaller than j have already retired.
To analyze this more formally, we need some definitions. Let PTO be n/t + 2.
(“PTO” stands for process time out.) PTO − 1 is an upper bound on the number
of rounds that can pass before process j in group gj = gi hears from process i if i is
active. Let ¯ denote j mod
√
t. Let GTO(i) be n/
√
t + 3
√
t+ (
√
t− ı¯ − 1)PTO + 1.
(“GTO” stands for group time out.) GTO(i) − 1 is an upper bound on the number
of rounds that can pass before process j in group gj > gi hears from a process k in gi
with ı¯ ≤ k¯ ≤ √t− 1 if any of these processes is active. Next we define a new deadline
function as follows:
DDB(j, i) =
{
GTO(i) + (gj − gi − 1)GTO(0) if gj 6= gi
PTO otherwise.
We now define “sufficiently long” in terms of DDB rather than DD. Again taking r to
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be the current round, r′ to be the last round before r in which j received a message, and
i to be the process sending that message, j proceeds as follows: If r < r′+DDB(j, i),
then j does nothing. If c < t and r = r′ + DDB(j, i), j becomes preactive. First
consider the case where gi 6= gj. Informally, at this point, j knows that all processes
from groups < gj have failed. In this case, it sends a go ahead message to each lower-
numbered process in its group, starting with the first process in gj up to the (¯− 1)st
process in gj , and waiting PTO − 1 rounds between messages to see if it receives a
message. (Observe that if the recipient of the go ahead message is alive, the sender
receives a message from it within one round after the go ahead mesage was sent;
however, for technical reasons the sender of the go ahead messages waits PTO − 1
rounds between two successive go ahead messages.) If gi = gj, process j proceeds
similarly to the case where gi 6= gj except that when sending go ahead messages it
starts with the (¯ı+ 1)st process in gj . That is, it sends a go ahead message to each
lower-numbered process in its group, starting with the (¯ı + 1)st process in gj up to
the (¯− 1)st process in gj , and waiting PTO− 1 rounds between messages to see if it
receives a message. If j does not receive any response to its go ahead messages by
round r′+DDB(j, i)+ ¯PTO− 1 if gi 6= gj, or by round r′+ (¯− ı¯)PTO− 1 if gi = gj ,
then it becomes active at round r′+DDB(j, i)+ ¯PTO (respectively, r
′+(¯− ı¯)PTO),
proceeding just as it did in Protocol A at round DD(j). If it does get a message,
then j becomes passive again.
Main protocol
1. if just received a go ahead message
2. then DoWork; {see Figure 1 for details}
3. else if round number = r′ +DDB(j, i)
and last message received was from process i at round r′
4. then PreactivePhase(i, r′)
PreactivePhase(i, r′)
1. if gi 6= gj
2. then i′ := (gj − 1)
√
t;
3. else i′ := i+ 1;
4. r := current round ;
5. while not received a message and i′ < j do
6. if current round − r ≡ 0 (mod PTO)
7. then send go ahead message to process i′;
8. i′ := i′ + 1;
9. if just received a go ahead message or i′ ≥ j
10. then DoWork
Fig. 2. Protool B; Code for Process j
Note that the construction of the algorithm guarantees that if r = r′+DDB(j, i)+
¯PTO, the last ordinary message that j receives in execution eB prior to round r
was sent by i, and gi 6= gj, then j will become active in eB at or before round
r. (It may become active earlier if it receives a go ahead message.) Similarly, if
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r = r′ + (¯ − ı¯)PTO, the last ordinary message that j receives in execution eB prior
to round r was sent by i, and gi = gj, then j will become active in eB at or before
round r. Define
TT (j, i) =
{
GTO(i) + (gj − gi − 1)GTO(0) + ¯PTO if gj 6= gi
(¯− ı¯)PTO otherwise.
(“TT”stands for transition time.) Our observations above show that if r = r′+TT (j, i)
and the last ordinary message that j receives in execution eB prior to round r was
sent by i, then j will become active in eB at or before round r.
Unless it has already crashed, process j terminates before becoming active if it
receives (t) (as part of a partial checkpoint) or (t, gj) (as part of a full checkpoint).
Otherwise, after becoming active it terminates as follows. If gj =
√
t then j terminates
after broadcasting (t) to the remainder of gj . If gj <
√
t then j terminates after
completing a call of the form Fullcheckpoint(t, gj+1). This completes the description
of Protocol B. The code for Protocol B appears in Figure 2; it uses the code for the
DoWork procedure in Figure 1.
2.4. Proof of Correctness of Protocol B. In this section we show that the
round complexity of Protocol B is O(n+ t), and that neither the amount of work done
nor the number of messages sent in Protocol B is significantly larger than in Protocol
A.
Suppose for a moment that in every execution of Protocol B a process becomes
active only after all lower numbered processes have retired. Since when a process
becomes active in an execution of Protocol B it performs essentially the same steps
as when it becomes active when it follows Protocol A, a similar proof to the one of
Theorem 2.3 will show that the amount of work performed in any execution of Protocol
B is no more than 3n units (which is roughly the maximum amount of work performed
in any execution of Protocol A), and the number of ordinary messages sent is no more
than 9t
√
t (which is roughly the maximum number of messages sent in any execution
of Protocol A). Since the number of go ahead messages sent in any execution of
Protocol B is at most t√t (each process sends at most one go ahead message to
every other process in its group), it follows immediately that the total amount of
effort performed by Protocol B is not significantly larger than the one performed by
Protocol A. Therefore, the main property we need to prove is that in every execution
of Protocol B, a process becomes active only after all lower numbered processes have
retired.
Our analysis uses what we call activation chains. The round r activation chain
of process i, denoted ac(i, r), is the sequence of processes 〈im, . . . , i0〉 such that i0 = i
and for all j, if ij received an ordinary message prior to round r, then ij+1 is the sender
of the last message received by ij. (As we show below, it cannot be the case that ij
receives ordinary messages from two distinct processes in the same round. Since we
have not yet proved this, for now, if ij received ordinary messages from more than one
process in the last round in which it received an ordinary message, we take ij+1 to be
the lowest-numbered process among them.) Notice that our convention that process
0 sent a round 0 message guarantees that im = 0. In addition, note that the processes
in the activation chain appear in increasing order since a process sends messages only
to higher numbered processes.
It is sometimes convenient to view i’s activation chain as a whole and to reason
about the effort performed by the chain. We say that process k in ac(i, r) is the
current process from the round it becomes active up to (but not including) the round
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at which its successor in the chain becomes active. Note that a process in ac(i, r) is
current when it first becomes active. Now let k, l be processes in ac(i, r) such that
l immediately succeeds k, and assume the last ordinary message l receives from k
before l becomes active is sent at round r′. Clearly, any operation (sending messages
or performing a unit of work) done by k after round r′ is not known by l and hence
may be repeated by the chain (that is, may be repeated by some process when it is
the current process in the chain). On the other hand, any operation done by k before
round r′ will be known by the processes succeeding it in the chain by the time they
become active, and hence will not be repeated by the chain. The operation done by k
in round r′, which is a broadcast to gl, will be repeated by l in the first round in which
l becomes active. We say that an operation performed by a process k in the chain is
useful if it is performed before the round in which the process immediately succeeding
k in the chain heard from k for the last time before becoming active (if the process is
i, then there is no later process in the chain, and hence all operations performed by
i are useful). When we refer to an operation performed by a chain ac(l, r), we mean
a useful operation performed by some process in that chain. We say that a round is
useful for the chain ac(l, r) if the chain performed a useful operation in that round;
otherwise we say that the round is useless.
The discussion above shows that the operations performed by a chain proceed in
a similar order to the operations performed by a single active process. More precisely,
if we consider only useful operations, the processes in the chain perform work units
one by one in the natural order and without repetition; each time a subchunk c is
completed by the chain, the group of the process that completes this subchunk is
informed about this fact exactly once, and if the completed subchunk is a multiple of√
t, then in addition all groups whose numbers are higher than the group of the process
that completed this subchunk are informed that the subchunk is completed one by
one in the natural order and without repetition (that is, each such group g receives
a message (c, g) exactly once); moreover, each time such a group g is informed, this
fact is checkpointed to the group of the informer exactly once. Assume process i is
active at some round r with r ≥ r2 ≥ r1 ≥ 1. Then we denote by T r2r1 (i) the number
of useful rounds for the chain ac(i, r) in interval [r1, r2] (that is, in the period from
round r1 to round r2 (inclusive)). The discussion above shows the following:
Lemma 2.4. Let l be active at some round r with r ≥ r2 ≥ r1 ≥ 1. Then
(a) T r2r1 (l) ≤ n+ 3t,
(b) if T r2r1 (l) ≥ n/
√
t+ 3
√
t, then each process ≥ l must have received a message
from (a process in) ac(l, r) at some round r′ such that r1 ≤ r′ ≤ r2.
Proof. Part (a) follows from the fact that in each useful round, the chain either
performs work, or checkpoints to some group g the fact that a subchunk c was per-
formed, or checkpoints the fact that group g was informed that chunk c was performed.
The discussion above shows that no unit of work is repeated and hence there are at
most n useful rounds in which the chain performs work. Similarly, each subchunk
is partially checkpointed at most once and hence there are at most t useful rounds
in which the chain performs partial checkpoints of subchunks. Also, the completion
of a chunk is checkpointed to each group at most once, yielding at most t useful
rounds in which such subchunks are checkpointed. Finally, the fact that group g was
informed about chunk c is checkpointed at most once, yielding at most t additional
useful rounds. Summing the above the claim follows.
Part (b) follows because, as reasoned above, the useful operations done by the
chain follow the same order as if they are done by a single active process, and hence
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within n/
√
t+3
√
t rounds the chain must complete a chunk and a full checkpoint.
Now, as we mentioned above, at the core of our proof of correctness is the fact that
when a process becomes active, all lower numbered processes have already retired. To
prove this, we first prove a lower bound on the number of useful rounds for a given
activation chain in a given period. Using this bound, we can show that if some process
i receives its last ordinary message before becoming active at round r1, i becomes
active at round r2, and some process l < i has not retired by r2, then process i would
have received an ordinary message from some process in ac(l, r2) between rounds r1
and r2, contradicting our choice of r1.
We now proceed with the formal proofs. We start with a technical lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Let l > j > k. Then
(a) TT (j, k) + TT (l, j) = TT (l, k),
(b) if gj < gl, then TT (j, k) +DDB(l, j) = DDB(l, k).
Proof. The proof is straightforward. We start with Part (a). In the calculations
below, we use “(gi = gj)” to denote the value 1 if gi = gj and 0 otherwise. Similarly,
“(gi 6= gj)” denotes 1 if gi 6= gj , and 0 otherwise. Recall that ¯ denotes j mod
√
t.
TT (j, k) + TT (l, j) = [GTO(k) + (gj − gk − 1)GTO(0) + ¯PTO](gj 6= gk)
+[(¯− k¯)PTO](gj = gk)
+[GTO(j) + (gl − gj − 1)GTO(0) + l¯PTO](gl 6= gj)
+[(l¯ − ¯)PTO](gl = gj).
If gj = gk, then
TT (j, k) + TT (l, j) = (¯ − k¯)PTO
+[GTO(j) + (gl − gk − 1)GTO(0) + l¯PTO](gl 6= gk)
+[(l¯ − ¯)PTO](gl = gk)
= [GTO(k) + (gl − gk − 1)GTO(0) + l¯PTO](gl 6= gk)
+[(l¯ − k¯)PTO](gl = gk)
= TT (l, k),
and part (a) follows. (In the first equality we replaced gj by gk since in this case
they are identical, and the second equality follows because GTO(j) + (¯ − k¯)PTO =
GTO(k).)
If gj 6= gk, then
TT (j, k) + TT (l, j) = [GTO(k) + (gj − gk − 1)GTO(0) + ¯PTO]
+[GTO(j) + (gl − gj − 1)GTO(0) + l¯PTO](gl 6= gj)
+[(l¯ − ¯)PTO](gl = gj)
= [GTO(k) + (gl − gk − 1)GTO(0) + l¯PTO](gl 6= gj)
+[GTO(k) + (gj − gk − 1)GTO(0) + l¯PTO](gl = gj)
= [GTO(k) + (gl − gk − 1)GTO(0) + l¯PTO]
= TT (l, k),
and again part (a) follows. (The second equality follows by a case analysis on whether
or not gl = gj , using the fact that GTO(j)+ ¯PTO = GTO(0) and the fourth equality
follows since gj 6= gk and l > j > k implies gl 6= gk.)
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The proof of Part (b) is similar. Observe that here by assumption, gl 6= gj and
hence also gl 6= gk. If gj = gk, then
TT (j, k) +DDB(l, j) = (¯− k¯)PTO + [GTO(j) + (gl − gk − 1)GTO(0)]
= [GTO(k) + (gl − gk − 1)GTO(0)]
= DDB(l, k),
and part (b) follows.
If gj 6= gk, then
TT (j, k) +DDB(l, j) = [GTO(k) + (gj − gk − 1)GTO(0) + ¯PTO]
+[GTO(j) + (gl − gj − 1)GTO(0)]
= [GTO(k) + (gl − gk − 1)GTO(0)]
= DDB(l, k),
and Part (b) follows.
The next lemma establishes a lower bound on the number of useful rounds for an
activation chain in a given interval.
Lemma 2.6. Assume l is active at some round r such that r ≥ r2 ≥ r1 ≥ 1.
Assume p ≥ k is the current process in ac(l, r) at some round ≤ r1. Then T r2r1 (l) ≥
r2 − r1− TT (l, k) + 1.
Proof. We first show that if j is in ac(l, r) and becomes active at round r′ with
r1 ≤ r′ ≤ r2, then there are at most TT (j, k) useless rounds in [r1, r′−1]. We proceed
by induction on r′. If r′ = r1, the result is trivial. If r′ > r1, then j is i’s successor
for some i in the activation chain and j received its last message from i at some
round r′′. (There is such an i and such a message since by convention process 0 sent
an ordinary message to everybody just before the execution begins.) By definition,
we have r′ ≤ r′′ + TT (j, i). If i = k, we are done, since no round in [r1, r′′ − 1]
is useless, so there are at most TT (j, k) = TT (j, i) useless rounds in [r1, r′ − 1]. If
i > k, then suppose i becomes active at r′′′. By the inductive hypothesis, there are
at most TT (i, k) useless rounds in [r1, r′′′ − 1]. All the rounds in [r′′′, r′′ − 1] are
useful. Thus, there are at most TT (j, i)+TT (i, k) useless rounds in [r1, r′− 1]. Since
TT (j, i) + TT (i, k) = TT (j, k) by Lemma 2.5, the inductive step follows.
Suppose that l becomes active at round r3. By the argument above, there are at
most TT (l, k) useless rounds in [r1, r3 − 1]. If r3 > r2, it immediately follows that
there are at most TT (l, k) useless rounds in [r1, r2]. On the other hand, if r3 < r2,
since l is still active at r > r2, it follows that there are no useless rounds in [r3, r2].
Hence, we again get that there are at most TT (l, k) useless rounds in [r1, r2]. The
lemma follows.
The next lemma shows that in every execution of Protocol B, by the time a
process becomes active, all lower numbered processes have retired.
Lemma 2.7. In every execution of Protocol B,
(a) before the round r in which process i becomes preactive, all processes in groups
< gi have retired;
(b) before the round r in which process i becomes active, all processes < i have
retired.
Proof. Fix an execution eB of Protocol B. The proof proceeds by induction on
the round r. The base case of r = 0 holds trivially since only process 0 is active then.
Assume the claim for < r, and we will show it for r. If i = 0, the claim holds trivially.
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Thus, we can assume i > 0. Suppose that the last ordinary message that i received
before round r came from k, and was received at round r1. (Note that there must
have been such an ordinary message, given our assumption that process 0 sent an
ordinary message to all the processes before the execution begins.)
We first prove part (a). Assume, by way of contradiction, that some process l
with gl < gi does not retire by round r.
Since, by assumption, r1 was the latest round < r at which i received an ordinary
message, to complete the proof it is enough to show that if l does not retire before
round r, i must have received an ordinary message at some round r′′ with r1 < r′′ < r.
In fact, we plan to show that i must have received a message in the interval (r1, r)
from some process in ac(l, r). To do this, we plan to use Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6. Notice
that both of these lemmas require l to be active. In fact, we can assume without loss
of generality that l is active at some round r3 ≥ r of eB, and that ac(l, r) = ac(l, r3).
If not, we can just consider the execution e′B which is identical to eB up to round
r, after which all processes other than l crash. It is clear that eventually l becomes
active in eB, with the same activation chain it has in round r. Moreover, if i receives
an ordinary message in the interval (r1, r) in e′B, then it must also receive the same
message in eB, since the two executions agree up to round r.
Since k becomes active at some round prior to r, the inductive hypothesis on part
(b) of the lemma implies that all processes ≤ k have retired by round r1 < r. Thus
without loss of generality l ≥ k. We consider two cases: (i) k is in ac(l, r); (ii) k is
not in ac(l, r).
In case (i), since k is in l’s activation chain and is active at round r1, by the
inductive hypothesis, it must be the current process in ac(l, r) at round r1. Applying
Lemma 2.6 to ac(l, r3) = ac(l, r), we get
T r−1r1+1(l) ≥ (r − 1)− (r1 + 1)− TT (l, k) + 1.
By definition, i becomes preactive in round r = r1+DDB(i, k), and hence r−r1 =
DDB(i, k). Substituting this into the above inequality we get
T r−1r1+1(l) ≥ DDB(i, k)− TT (l, k)− 1.
Since gi > gl, Lemma 2.5 implies that DDB(i, k) − TT (l, k) = DDB(i, l), and
substituting this fact in the above inequality we get
T r−1r1+1(l) ≥ DDB(i, l)− 1
= GTO(l) + (gi − gl − 1)GTO(0)− 1
= (n/
√
t+ 3
√
t+ (
√
t− l¯ − 1)PTO + 1) + (gi − gl − 1)GTO(0)− 1
≥ n/√t+ 3√t.
Thus part (b) of Lemma 2.4 implies that imust have received an ordinary message
at some round in the interval (r1, r), contradicting the assumption that it does not,
and the claim follows.
In case (ii), let k′ be the greatest process < k in l’s activation chain, and let j be
the smallest process > k in l’s activation chain. Suppose j gets its last message before
becoming active from k′ at round r0. (Note that this means that the last message
received by j before becoming active came at r0.) Since the inductive hypothesis
on part (b) implies that k′ must retire before k becomes active, and since k must
become active at least one round before it sent a message to i (since by assumption
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gk ≤ gl < gi and process k checkpoints to its own group before it sends a message
to another group), we have r0 < r1− 1. Furthermore, since the processes succeeding
k′ in l’s chain are greater than k, the same inductive hypothesis implies that these
processes can become active only after process k retires, and hence after round r1.
Since by definition, any message received by i after round r0 from l’s chain must be
sent by one of the processes succeeding k′ in the chain, it follows that if i receives a
message from l’s chain after round r0, this message is sent after round r1.
To complete the proof we show that i must have received some message from l’s
chain at some round in the interval (r0, r), and hence in the interval (r1, r), contra-
dicting the assumption that it does not. As argued above, to show this it is enough
to show that T r−1r0+1(l) ≥ n/
√
t+ 3
√
t. Applying Lemma 2.6 to l’s activation chain we
get
T r−1r0+1(l) ≥ r − 1− (r0 + 1)− TT (l, k′) + 1.
To bound T r−1r0+1(l), we need to bound r − r0. To do this we will compute two
terms: (a) r − r1; and (b) r1 − r0. The first term is equal to DDB(i, k) as argued
above. To compute the second term, we first show: (1) gj > gk, and (2) gk′ = gk.
For (1), clearly gj ≥ gk, since j > k. If gj = gk, j must have received a message
from k at round r1− 1 before k sent a message to i (since by assumption gk ≤ gl < gi
and process k checkpoints to its own group just before it sends a message to another
group). As we have observed, r1 − 1 > r0, so this contradicts the assumption that
the last message received by j before becoming active came at r0. Thus gj > gk.
For (2), clearly gk′ ≤ gk. If gk′ < gk, this means that j did not receive a message
from a process in gk before becoming active (because if it did, then by the inductive
hypothesis on part (b) we have that this message arrives after k′ retires and hence
after round r0). But since gj ≤ gl < gi, and k sent a message to i at r1, some process
in gk must have sent a message to j before round r1, and hence before j becomes
active. This gives us the desired contradiction.
To complete the proof of case (ii) we use the following claim:
Claim 2.1. Every process k′′ with k′ < k′′ ≤ k that becomes active does so no
earlier than round r0 + (k¯′′ − k¯′)PTO − 1.
Proof. We proceed by induction. Assume k′ < k1 ≤ k and the claim holds for all
k′′ with k′ < k′′ < k1. We prove it for k1.
We first show that the last ordinary message that any process ≥ k1 in gk receives
from any process k2 with k′ ≤ k2 < k1 is sent no earlier than round r0 + (k¯2 −
k¯′)PTO − 1. Observe that since k′ is in gk, so are k1 and k2. If k2 = k′, the claim
trivially follows since k′ must send a message to its own group at round r0 − 1 just
before it sends a message to gj > gk. Otherwise, by the induction hypothesis we have
that k2 became active no earlier than round r0 + (k¯2 − k¯′)PTO − 1, and the claim
again follows.
Let k2 be the last process from which k1 receives an ordinary message. Observe
that k′ ≤ k2 < k1. (Because, as reasoned above, k1 has received a message from
k′, and hence the message sent from k2 was sent at or after the time the message
from k′; the inductive hypothesis on part (b) therefore implies that k2 ≥ k′.) It
follows from the claim above that the message from k2 was sent no earlier than round
r0+ (k¯2− k¯′)PTO− 1. In addition, the inductive hypothesis on part (b) implies that
k1 becomes active only after k2 retires, and hence only after receiving its message.
Now, assume that k1 does not receive a go ahead message. It then becomes
preactive PTO rounds after it receives the last ordinary message from k2 and then k1
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starts sending go ahead messages to lower numbered processes in its group. Since, by
assumption, k1 does not receive a message in response, it becomes active TT (k1, k2) =
(k¯1− ¯k2)PTO rounds after receiving this last message from k2, and hence no earlier
than round r0 + (k¯1− k¯′)PTO − 1.
Next assume k1 receives a go ahead message. Let k3 be the process sending this
message. Let k2 be the last process from which k3 received an ordinary message before
sending the go ahead message to k1. Since k3 sends a go ahead message to k1, it
follows that k2 < k1. Just as above, we can show that k2 ≥ k′, and hence that k3
received the ordinary message from k2 no earlier than round ≥ r0+(k¯2− k¯′)PTO−1.
Clearly, k3 sends the go ahead message to k1 no earlier than (k¯1− k¯2)PTO rounds
after it receives its ordinary message from k2, and the claim follows as above. This
completes the proof of the inductive step.
Now, to compute r1−r0, observe that r1, the round in which k sends a message to
i, is at least one round after k becomes active (because gi > gk and k first broadcasts to
its own group), and hence Claim 2.1 immediately implies that r1−r0 ≥ (k¯− k¯′)PTO.
Thus we get that
T r−1r0+1 ≥ (r − r1) + (r1 − r0)− TT (l, k′)− 1
≥ DDB(i, k) + (k¯ − k¯′)PTO − TT (l, k′)− 1
= GTO(k) + (gi − gk − 1)GTO(0) + (k¯ − k¯′)PTO − TT (l, k′)− 1
= GTO(k′) + (gi − gk − 1)GTO(0)− TT (l, k′)− 1
= GTO(k′) + (gi − gk′ − 1)GTO(0)− TT (l, k′)− 1
= DDB(i, k
′)− TT (l, k′)− 1.
(The fourth inequality follows because GTO(k) + (k¯ − k¯′)PTO = GTO(k′), and the
fifth inequality follows because gk = gk′ .)
Again, Lemma 2.5 implies that DDB(i, k
′)− TT (l, k′) = DDB(i, l), and hence
T r−1r0+1 ≥ DDB(i, l)− 1
= GTO(l) + (gi − gl − 1)GTO(0)− 1
≥ (n/√t+ 3√t+ (√t− l¯ − 1)PTO + 1)− 1
≥ n/
√
t+ 3
√
t.
This completes the proof of the inductive step for part (a).
For part (b), suppose by way of contradiction that i becomes active at round
r and process l < i has not retired by round r. First assume i does not receive a
go ahead message. If gl < gi, we get an immediate contradiction using the inductive
step for part (a), since i becomes active at or after it becomes preactive. Otherwise,
recall that k is the last process from which i receives an ordinary message before
becoming active, and this message is received at round r1. If k > l, then since k
became active before round r, the inductive hypothesis on part (b) implies that l
must have retired before k became active and hence before round r. If k = l, then i
becomes preactive only after PTO − 1 = n/t+ 1 additional rounds in which it does
not hear from l. We claim that l must have retired by that time. Because otherwise,
in this period l would have either performed a subchunk and informed its group, or
would have checkpointed a subchunk to a group g 6= gl and informed its group about
the checkpoint. Since gi = gl, in both cases, i must have heard from l. Finally, if
l > k, then before i becomes active it sends a go ahead message to l and waits for
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a message from l for PTO − 1 additional rounds. Exactly as above, it follows again
that since i does not receive any message from l, l must have retired.
Next assume i does get a go aheadmessage before becoming active. However, the
same reasoning as above shows that by the time a process sends a go ahead message
to process i, all processes < i have retired, and we are done.
Finally we can show:
Theorem 2.8. In every execution of Protocol B,
(a) at most 3n units of work are performed in total by the processes,
(b) at most 10t
√
t messages are sent,
(c) by round 3n+ 8t all processes have retired.
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) were argued in the beginning of Section 2.4.
For part (c), let i be the last process that is active and consider its activation chain.
We want to find the last round r2 in which i is active. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that
the maximal number of useful rounds performed by any chain is n + 3t. Therefore,
applying Lemma 2.6 with k = 0 we get that
n+ 3t ≥ T r21 (i) ≥ r2 − 1− TT (i, 0) + 1.
Thus
r2 ≤ n+ 3t+ TT (i, 0)
≤ n+ 3t+ TT (t− 1, 0)
= n+ 3t+ (
√
t− 1)GTO(0) + (
√
t− 1)PTO
= n+ 3t+ (
√
t− 1)(n/√t+ 3√t+ (√t− 1)(n/t+ 2) + 1) + (√t− 1)(n/t+ 2)
≤ n+ 3t+ (
√
t− 1)(n/
√
t+ 3
√
t+
√
t(n/t+ 2) + 1)
= n+ 3t+ (
√
t− 1)(n/√t+ 3√t+ n/√t+ 2√t+ 1)
≤ n+ 3t+
√
t(2n/
√
t+ 5
√
t)
≤ 3n+ 8t.
3. An Algorithm with Effort O(n + t log t). In this section we prove that
the effort of O(n + t
√
t) obtained by the previous protocols is not optimal, even for
work-optimal protocols. We construct another work-optimal algorithm, Protocol C,
that requires only O(n+ t log t) messages (and a variant that requires only O(t log t)
messages), yielding a total effort of O(n + t log t). As is the case with Protocols
A and B, at most one process is active at any given time. However, in Protocol C
it is not the case that there is a predetermined order in which the processes become
active. Rather, when an active process fails, we want the process that is currently
most knowledgeable to become the new active process. As we shall see, which process is
most knowledgeable after an active process i fails depends on how many units of work
i performed before failing. As a consequence, there is no obvious variant of Protocol
C that works in the model with asynchronous processes and a failure-detector.
Roughly speaking, Protocol C strives to “spread out” as uniformly as possible
the knowledge of work that has been performed and the processes that have crashed.
Thus, each time the active process, say i, performs a new unit of work or detects a
failure, i tells this to the process j it currently considers least knowledgeable. Then
process j becomes as knowledgeable as i, so after performing the next unit of work
(or detecting another failure), i tells the process it now considers least knowledgeable
about this new fact.
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The most na¨ıve implementation of this idea is the following: Process 0 begins by
performing unit 1 of work and reporting this to process 1. It then performs unit 2
and reports units 1 and 2 to process 2, and so on, telling process i mod t about units
1 through i. Note that at all times, every process knows about all but at most the
last t units of work to be performed.
If process 0 crashes, we want the most knowledgeable alive process—the one that
knows about the most units of work that have been done—to become active. (If no
process alive knows about any work, then we want the highest numbered alive process
to become active.) It can be shown that this can be arranged by setting appropriate
deadlines. Moreover, the deadlines are chosen so that at most one process is active
at a given time. The most knowledgeable process then continues to perform work,
always informing the least knowledgeable process.
The problem with this na¨ıve algorithm is that it requires O(n + t2) work and
O(n + t2) messages in the worst case. For example, suppose that process 0 performs
the first t − 1 units of work, so that the last process to be informed is process t− 1,
and then crashes. In addition, t/2 + 1, . . . , t − 1 crash. Eventually process t/2, the
most knowledgeable non-retired process, will become active. However, process t/2
has no way of knowing whether process 0 crashed just after informing it about work
unit t/2, or process 0 continued to work, informing later processes (who must have
crashed, for otherwise they would have become active before process t/2). Thus,
process t/2 repeats work units t/2 + 1, . . . , t− 1, again informing (retired) processes
t/2 + 1, . . . t − 1. Suppose process t/2 crashes after performing work unit t − 1 and
informing process t − 1. Then process t/2 − 1 becomes active, and again repeats
this work. If each process t/2 − 1, t/2 − 2, . . . , 1, crashes after repeating work units
t/2 + 1, . . . , t − 1, then O(t2) work is done, and O(t2) messages are sent. (A slight
variant of this example gives a scenario in which O(n+t2) work is done, and O(n+t2)
messages are sent.)
To prevent this situation, a process performs failure detection before proceed-
ing with the work. The key idea here is that we treat failure detection as another
type of work. This allows us to use our algorithm recursively for failure detection.
Specifically, fault-detection is accomplished by polling a process and waiting for a
response or a timeout. The difficulty encountered by our approach is that, in contrast
to the real work, the set of faulty processes is dynamic, so it is not obvious how these
processes can be detected without sending (wasteful) polling messages to nonfaulty
processes. In fact, in our algorithm we do not attempt to detect all the faulty pro-
cesses, only enough to ensure that not too much work is wasted by reporting work to
faulty processes.
3.1. Description of the Algorithm. For ease of exposition we assume t is a
power of 2. Again, the processes are numbered 0 through t− 1, and the units of work
are numbered 1 through n. Although our algorithm is recursive in nature, it can more
easily be described when the recursion is unfolded. Processing is divided into log t
levels, numbered 1 to log t, where level log t would have been the deepest level of the
recursion, had we presented the algorithm recursively. In each level, the processes are
partitioned into groups as follows. In level h, 1 ≤ h ≤ log t, there are t/(2log t−h+1)
groups of size 2log t−h+1. Thus, in level log t, there are t/2 groups of size 2, in level
log t−1 there are t/4 groups of size 4, and so on, until level 1, in which there is a single
group of size t. Let sh = 2
log t−h+1 denote the size of a group at level h. The first
group of level h contains processes 0, 1, . . . , sh − 1, the next group contains processes
sh, sh + 1, . . . , 2sh − 1, and so on. Thus each group of level h < log t contains two
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1. h := log t;
2. while h > 0 do
3. done := false;
4. while ¬done do
5. Send “Are you alive?” to pointi[G
i
h];
6. if no response
7. then add pointi[G
i
h] to Fi;
8. if h 6= log t
9. then send ordinary message to pointi[G
i
h+1];
10. roundi[G
i
h+1] := current round ;
11. pointi[G
i
h+1] := successor(pointi[G
i
h+1]);
12. if Gih − Fi 6= {i}
13. then pointi[G
i
h] := successor(pointi[G
i
h]);
14. else done := true;
15. else (i.e., response received) done := true;
16. h := h− 1;
{Process level 0 (real work):}
17. while pointi[G0] ≤ n do
18. Perform work unit pointi[G0];
19. Send an ordinary message to pointi[G
i
1];
20. roundi[G
i
1] := current round ;
21. pointi[G
i
1] := successor(pointi[G
i
1]);
22. pointi[G0] := successor(pointi[G0])
Fig. 3. Code for Active Process i in Protocol C
groups of level h+1. Note that each process i belongs to log t groups, exactly one on
each level. We let Gih denote the level h group of process i.
Initially process 0 is active. When process i becomes active, it performs fault-
detection in its group at every level, beginning with the highest level and working
its way down, leaving level h as soon as it finds a non-faulty process in Gih. Once
fault-detection has been completed on Gi1, the set of all processes, process i begins to
perform real work. Thus, we sometimes refer to the actual work as G0, or level 0, and
the fault-detection on level h as work on level h. For each 1 ≤ h ≤ log t, each time it
performs a unit of work on Gih−1, process i reports that work to some process in G
i
h.
(Observe that the above protocol requires at least n messages. However, it will later
become clear that modifying this protocol so that when a process performs work on
G0, it reports only each time it completes n/t units of work, will immediately give a
work optimal protocol that requires only O(t log t) messages.)
A unit of fault-detection is performed by sending a special message “Are you
alive?” to one process, and waiting for a reply in the following round. An ordinary
message informs a process at some level h, 1 ≤ h ≤ log t, of a unit of (real or fault-
detection) work at level h − 1. As we shall see, an ordinary message also carries
additional information. These two are the only types of messages sent by an active
process. As before, a process that has crashed or terminated is said to be retired. An
inactive non-retired process only sends responses to “Are you alive?” messages.
Each process i maintains a list Fi of processes known by i to be retired. It
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also maintains an array of pointers, pointi, indexed by group name. Intuitively,
pointi[G0] is the successor of the last unit of work known by i to have been performed
(and therefore this is where i will start doing work when it becomes active). For
h ≥ 1, pointi[Gjh] contains the successor (according to the cyclic order in Gjh, which
we define precisely below) of the last process in Gjh known by i to have received an
ordinary message from a process in Gjh that was performing (real or fault-detection)
work on Gjh−1. We call pointi[G
j
h] process i’s pointer into G
j
h. Process i’s moves
are governed entirely by the round number, Fi, and pointers into its own groups
(i.e., pointers into groups Gih). Associated with each pointer pointi[G] is a round
number, roundi[G], indicating the round at which the last message known to be
sent was sent (or, in the case of G0, when the last unit of work known to be done
was done). Initially, pointi[G0] = 1, pointi[G
j
h] is the lowest-numbered process in
Gjh − {i}, and roundi[G0] = roundi[Gjh] = 0. We occasionally use roundi[G](r) to
denote the value of roundi[G] at the beginning of round r; we similarly use Fi(r)
and pointi[G](r).
The triple (Fi, pointi,roundi) is the view of process i. We also define the reduced
view of process i to be pointi[G0]− 1 + |Fi|; thus, i’s reduced view is the sum of the
number of units of work known by i to be done and the number of processes known
by i to be faulty. A process includes its view whenever it sends an ordinary message.
When process i receives an ordinary message, it updates its view in light of the new
information received. Note that process i may receive information about one of its
own groups from a process not in that group. Similarly, it may pass to another process
information about a group in which the other process is a member but to which i does
not belong.
Let Gih be any group as described above, where the process numbers range from
x to y = x + |Gih| − 1. There is a natural fixed cyclic order on the group, which we
call the cyclic order. Process i sends messages to members of Gih in increasing order.
By this we mean according to the cyclic order but skipping itself and all processes in
Fi. Let j 6= i be in Gih. Then j’s i-successor in Gih, is j’s nearest successor in the
cyclic ordering that is not in {i} ∪ Fi. We omit the i in “i-successor,” as well as the
name of the group in which the successor is to be determined, when these are clear
from the context.
When process i first becomes active it searches for other non-retired processes
as follows. For each level h, starting with log t and going down to 1, process i polls
group Gih, starting with pointi[G
i
h], by sending an “Are you alive?” message. If no
answer is received, it adds this process to Fi. If h < log t, process i sends an ordinary
message reporting this newly detected failure to pointi[G
i
h+1], sets pointi[G
i
h+1] to
its i-successor in Gih+1, and sets roundi[G
i
h+1] to the current round number. Process
i repeats these steps until an answer is received or Gih \ {i} ⊆ Fi. It then enters level
h − 1, and repeats the process. Note that if no reply was received, then although
the pointer into Gih does not change, the successor in G
i
h of pointi[G
i
h] does change,
because the successor function takes into account Fi, which has changed.
Level 0 is handled similarly to levels 1 through log t− 1, but the process performs
real work instead of polling, and increases the work pointer after performing each unit
of work. If pointi[G0] = n+1 then process i halts, since in this case all the work has
been completed. This completes the description of the behavior of an active process.
The code for an active process appears in Figure 3.
At any time in the execution of the algorithm, each inactive non-retired process
i has a deadline. We define D(i,m) to be the number of rounds that process i waits
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from the round in which it first obtained reduced view m until it becomes active:
D(i,m) =
{
K(n+ t−m)2n+t−1−m if m ≥ 1
K(t− i)(n+ t)2n+t−1 otherwise.
where K = 5t+ 2 log t. As we show below (Lemma 3.2), K is an upper bound on the
number of rounds that any process needs to wait before first hearing from the active
process. (More formally, if j becomes active at round r and is still active K rounds
later, then by the beginning of round r + K, all processes that are not retired will
have received a message from j.) All our arguments below work without change if
we replace K by any other bound on the number of rounds that a process needs to
wait before first hearing from the active process. This observation will be useful later,
when we consider a slight modification of Protocol C.
If process i receives no message by the end of D(i, 0)− 1, then it becomes active
at the beginning of round D(i, 0). Otherwise, if at round r it receives a message based
on which it obtains a reduced view of m, and if it receives no further messages by the
end of round r+D(i,m)− 1, it becomes active at the beginning of round r+D(i,m).
This completes the description of the algorithm.
3.2. Analysis and Proof of Correctness. Lemma 3.1. In every execution of
Protocol C in which there are no more than t− 1 failures, the work is completed.
Proof. By assumption, one of the processes is correct, say i. At some point
process i will become active, since once every other process has retired process i will
not extend its deadline. It is straightforward from inspection of the algorithm that at
any time during the execution of the algorithm pointi[G0] = w if and only if the first
w− 1 units of work have been performed, and that when it becomes active, process i
performs all units of work from pointi[G0] through n.
The next lemma shows that our choice of K has the properties mentioned above.
Lemma 3.2. If j is active at round r, and is not retired by round r+5t+2 log t,
then all processes that are not retired will receive a message from j before the beginning
of r + 5t+ 2 log t.
Proof. It is immediate from the description of the algorithm that all nonretired
processes have received a message from j by the time it has performed t units of work
(at level G0) after round r. Thus, we compute an upper bound on the time it takes for
j to perform t units of work starting at round r. In the worst case, j has just become
active at the beginning of round r, and must do failure detection before reaching
level G0 and doing work. While doing this failure detection, j sends “are you alive?”
messages to at most t+ log t processes (the extra log t is due to the fact that at each
level, it may send one “are you alive?” message to a process that is alive, but crashes
later while j is doing failure detection on a larger group). After discovering a failure,
process j sends an ordinary message; thus, it sends at most t ordinary messages. Each
message sent takes up one round; in addition, process j waits one round for a response
after each “are you alive?” message. This means that j spends at most 3t + 2 log t
rounds in levels Gjlog t, . . . , G
j
1. Clearly, j spends ≤ 2t − 1 rounds working at level
G0 in the course of doing t units of work (since it sends an ordinary message between
each unit of work). The required bound follows.
If i received its last ordinary message from j at round r, we call other processes
that received an ordinary message from j after i did first-generation processes (im-
plicitly, with respect to i, j, and r). If i did not yet receive any ordinary messages,
then the first-generation processes (with respect to i and r) are those that received
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an ordinary message from a process with a number greater than i. We define kth
generation processes inductively. If we have defined kth generation, then the (k+1)st
generation are those processes that receive an ordinary message from a kth generation
process. The rank of a process is the highest generation that it is in.
Lemma 3.3. Let i receive its last ordinary message from j at round r, let m be
the reduced view of i after receiving this message, and let ℓ be a kth rank process with
respect to i, j, and r. Then, after ℓ receives its last ordinary message, its reduced view
is at least m+ k.
Proof. The proof is an easy induction on k, since when a kth rank process becomes
active, it knows about everything its parent knew when it became active, and at least
one more piece of work or failure.
We say process i knows more than process j at round r if Fi(r) ⊇ Fj(r) and for
all groups G, roundi[G](r) ≥ roundj [G](r). Note that if equality holds everywhere
then intuitively the two processes are equally knowledgeable. We first show that our
algorithm has the property that for any two inactive non-retired processes, one of
them is more knowledgeable than the other, unless they both know nothing; that is,
the knowledge of two non-retired processes is never incomparable. This is important
so that the “most knowledgeable” process is well-defined. Moreover, the knowledge
can be quantified by the reduced view. Process i knows more than inactive process
j if and only if the reduced view of i is greater than the reduced view of j. Finally,
the algorithm also ensures that the active process is at least as knowledgeable as any
inactive non-retired process.
Lemma 3.4. For every round r of the execution the following hold:
(a) If process i received an ordinary message from process j at round r′ < r,
and i is inactive and has not retired by the beginning of round r, then at
the beginning of round r, no processes other than j and processes in the kth
generation with respect to i, j, and r′, for some k ≥ 1, know as much as i.
(b) Suppose process i received its last ordinary message at round r′ (if i has
received no ordinary messages then r′ = 0), and m is i’s reduced view after
receiving this message. If i is not retired at the beginning of round r = r′ +
D(i,m), and it receives no further ordinary messages before the beginning of
round r, then at the beginning of round r no non-retired process knows more
than i.
(c) At the beginning of round r, there is an asymmetric total order (“knows more
than”) on the non-zero knowledge of the non-retired processes that did not
become active before round r, and the active process knows at least as much as
the most knowledgeable among these processes. Moreover, for any two non-
retired processes i and j, i knows more than j if and only if the reduced view
of i is greater than the reduced view of j.
(d) At most one process is active in round r.
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. The base case, r = 1, is straightforward.
Let r > 1, and assume that all parts of the lemma hold for smaller values of r. We
prove it for r.
For part (a), observe that by the inductive hypothesis, (a) holds at the beginning
of round r − 1. If no process is active in round r − 1, then no process’ knowledge
changes, so (a) holds at the beginning of round r as well. If process j′ is active in
round r − 1, then by part (c) of the inductive hypothesis, j′ knows at least as much
as i. Thus, by part (a), it must be the case that j′ is either j or some process in
the kth generation with respect to i, j, and r′, for some k (since, by assumption, i is
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not active at the beginning of round r). The only process whose knowledge changes
during round r − 1 is one to which j′ sends an ordinary message. It is immediate
from the definition that this process must be in the kth generation with respect to i,
j, and r, for some k.
For part (b), we must consider two cases: r′ > 0 and r′ = 0. If r′ > 0, let j be
the process that wrote to i at r′. By part (a) we have that only j and processes in
generation k ≥ 1 with respect to i, j, and r′ are as knowledgeable as i at any round in
the interval [r′, r). By part (c), these can be the only processes active in this interval.
Thus, it suffices to argue that j and all processes of generation k ≥ 1 with respect to
i, j, and r′ are retired by the beginning of round r. Since a reduced view is at most
n+ t−1, the highest rank a process could be in is n+ t−1. We now argue that by the
beginning of round r′+D(i,m) > r′+(n+ t−m)K+D(i,m+1)+ · · ·+D(i, n+ t−1)
all processes of ranks 1 through n + t − 1 have retired. More generally, we argue by
induction on k that for every k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n+ t−m− 1, by the beginning of round
s+(k+1)K+D(i,m+1)+ · · ·+D(i,m+k), every process in ranks 1 to k has retired.
If k = 1, note that since i received an ordinary message from j at round r′, by
Lemma 3.2, every rank 1 process receives a message from j before round r′ +K. By
Lemma 3.3, the reduced view of any such process is at least m + 1. Since i receives
no message from j by round r′ +K, it must be the case that j has retired by round
r′ + K. By definition, no rank 1 process can receive any messages at any round in
[r′ +K, r) (otherwise it would have a rank higher than 1). Thus, any rank 1 process
i′ became active before r′ +K +D(i′,m+ 1), so by definition of K and the fact that
D(i′,m+ 1) = D(i,m+ 1), i would have heard from i′ before r′ + 2K +D(i,m+ 1).
It is easy to check that r′ + 2K + D(i,m + 1) < r′ + D(i,m) = r. Since i did not
receive any messages by the beginning of round r, i′ must have retired by then.
In general, consider a rank k + 1 process i′, and assume inductively that every
rank k or lower process has retired by the beginning of round r. By definition of rank,
i′ received an ordinary message from a rank k process, and, since these are all retired
by round r, i′ must have received this message before round r. By the inductive
hypothesis on k, i′ must have received its last ordinary message by the beginning of
round r′ + (k + 1)K +D(i,m+ 1) + · · ·+D(i,m+ k) < r (again using the fact that
D(i,m) = D(i′,m) if m > 0). By Lemma 3.3, the reduced view of i′ when it received
its last ordinary message before round r was at least m + k + 1. Thus, it must have
become active before round r′ + (k + 1)K + D(i,m + 1) + · · · + D(i,m + k + 1), if
it became active at all. Since i received no messages from i′, it follows that i′ must
have retired before round r′ + (k + 2)K + D(i,m + 1) + · · · + D(i,m + k + 1) < r.
This completes the induction on k.
If r′ = 0 we need the fact that D(i, 0) > (n+ t)K +maxj>i{D(j, 0)}+D(i, 1) +
· · · + D(i, n + t − 1), which follows easily from the definitions. We claim that, for
every k ≥ 0, by round (k + 1)K +maxj>i{D(j, 0)} + D(i, 1) + · · · + D(i, k), every
process in ranks 1 to k has retired. To see this, note that a rank 0 process j′ (one
with a higher number than i that received no messages) must have become active at
round D(j′, 0), and therefore must have retired by round D(j′, 0)+K. Thus a level 1
process received its last message by maxj>i{D(j, 0)}+K. We now proceed as in the
case r′ > 0.
To prove part (c), observe that the result is immediate from the inductive hy-
pothesis applied to r − 1 if there is no active process at the beginning of round r − 1
(for in that case, no process’ reduced view changes). Otherwise, suppose that j is
active at the beginning of round r − 1. If j does not send an ordinary message in
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round r−1, again the result follows immediately from the inductive hypothesis (since
no process’ reduced view changes). If j does send an ordinary message to, say, pro-
cess i, it is immediate that i and j know more at the beginning of round r than any
other non-retired process, and that i’s reduced view is greater than that of any other
non-retired inactive process.
It remains to show part (d). Observe that the result is immediate if no process
becomes active at round r. Now suppose that process i becomes active at the be-
ginning of round r. We must show that no process that was active prior to round
r is still active at the beginning of round r, and that no process besides i becomes
active at round r. Let r′ be the last round in which i received a message (as usual,
if i received no messages prior to round r, then we take r′ = 0), and suppose that
m was i’s reduced view at round r′. Then we must have r = r′ + D(i,m). From
part (b), it follows that no non-retired process knows more than i at the beginning
of round r. From part (c), it follows that any process that was active in the interval
[r′, r) must know more than i. This shows that all processes that were active before
round r must have retired by the beginning of round r. Suppose some other process
i′ becomes active at round r. We have just shown that i′ does not know more than
i. From part (c) it follows therefore that i′ knows less than i. Thus part (b) provides
a contradiction to the assumption that i′ becomes active at round r.
Lemma 3.5. The running time of the algorithm is at most tK(n+t)2n+t rounds.
Proof. If process i’s reduced view is m and it does not receive a message within
D(i,m) steps, then it becomes active. Each message that i receives increases its
reduced view. Thus, i becomes active in at most D(i, 0)+ · · ·+D(i, n+ t− 1) rounds.
Once it becomes active, arguments similar to those used in Lemma 3.2 show that it
retires in at most 2n+3t+2 log t rounds. Thus, the running time of the algorithm is
at most D(1, 0) + · · ·+D(1, n+ t− 1) + 2n+ 3t+ 2 log t ≤ tK(n+ t)2n+t rounds.
The next lemma shows that an active process i does not send messages to retired
processes that, because they were more knowledgeable than i, should have become
active before i did. These messages are avoided because during fault detection i
discovers that these processes have retired.
Lemma 3.6. If process i′ gets an ordinary message at round r′ from a process
operating on group Gi
′
h−1 and process i is active at the beginning of round r > r
′ then:
(a) if roundi[G
i′
h ](r) ≥ r′, then all processes in the interval [i′, pointi[Gi
′
h ](r))
in the cyclic order on Gi
′
h are either retired by the beginning of round r or
receive an ordinary message in the interval [r′,roundi[G
i′
h ](r)] from a process
operating on Gi
′
h−1. (If i
′ = pointi[G
i′
h ](r), then all processes in G
i′
h are
either retired by the beginning of round r or receive a message in the interval
[r′,roundi[G
i′
h ](r)] from a process operating on G
i′
h−1.) Moreover, either i’s
knowledge at the beginning of round r is greater than i′’s knowledge at the
end of r′, or i′ ∈ Fi(r).
(b) if roundi[G
i′
h ](r) < r
′, then all processes in the interval [pointi[G
i′
h ](r), i
′] in
the cyclic order on Gi
′
h are either retired by the beginning of round r
′, or receive
a message in the interval (roundi[G
i′
h ](r), r
′] from a process operating on
Gi
′
h−1. Moreover, all the processes in this interval are retired by the beginning
of round r, and if Gih = G
i′
h , then all these processes will be in Fi by the time
i begins to operate on Gih−1.
Proof. We proceed by induction on r. The case r = 1 is vacuous. Assume that
r > 1 and the result holds for r − 1. If r′ = r − 1, then it must be the case that i′
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received its message from i, roundi[G
i′
h ](r) = r − 1, and pointi[Gi
′
h ] is the successor
of i′ in the cyclic order on Gi
′
h , as computed by i in round r − 1. It is easy to see
that the result follows immediately in this case, because all processes in the interval
(i′, pointi[G
i′
h ]) must be retired.
Suppose r′ < r− 1. If i is also active at round r− 1, then the result is immediate
from the inductive hypothesis unless roundi[G
i′
h ] changes during round r − 1. The
description of the algorithm shows that roundi[G
i′
h ] changes only if G
i
h = G
i′
h and i
is operating on group Gih−1, in which case roundi[G
i′
h ] is set to r − 1 at the end of
round r − 1, and pointi[Gi′h ](r) is the successor of pointi[Gi
′
h ](r − 1) in the cyclic
order on Gi
′
h . In this case it is easy to see that the result follows from the inductive
hypothesis; we leave details to the reader.
Thus, we have reduced to the case that i becomes active at round r. Let
roundi[G
i′
h ](r) = r
′′ and let pointi[G
i′
h ](r) = i
′′. If r′′ ≥ r′, then it must be the case
that i received a message from j at some earlier round s such that pointj [G
i′
h ](s) =
pointi[G
i′
h ](r) and roundj [G
i′
h ](s) = roundi[G
i′
h ](r). Since we must have r
′ ≤ r′′ =
roundj [G
i′
h ](s) ≤ s, the result now follows from the induction hypothesis (using j
and s instead of i and r).
It remains only to consider the case r′′ < r′. Let j′ ∈ Gi′h be the process that sent
the ordinary message to process i′ at round r′, and suppose that j′ became active
at the beginning of round s′. We claim that we have the following chain of inequali-
ties: r′′ ≤ roundj′ [Gi′h ](s′) < s′ < r′ < r. Every inequality in this chain is immediate
from our assumptions except the first one. Suppose that roundj′ [G
i′
h ](s
′) < r′′. From
Lemma 3.4, it follows that roundk[G
i′
h ](s
′) < r′′ for all processes k not retired by
round s′. This means that no process not retired at s′ knows that a message was sent
at round r′′. But at round r > s′, process i knows this fact (since, by assumption
roundi[G
i′
h ](r) = r
′′). This is impossible. Thus, we must have roundj′ [G
i′
h ](s
′) ≥ r′′.
Note that pointj′ [G
i′
h ](r
′) = i′, by assumption. Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, all
processes in the cyclic order on Gi
′
h in the interval [i
′′, i′) are either retired by the be-
ginning of round s′ or receive an ordinary message in the interval [r′′,roundj′ [G
i′
h ](s
′)]
from a process operating on Gi
′
h−1. Since we also know that i
′ receives a message at
round r′ from a process operating on Gi
′
h−1, this proves the first half of part (b). Since,
by Lemma 3.4, all processes not retired by round r must be less knowledgeable than
i at the beginning of round r, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that all the processes in the
interval [i′′, i′] in the cyclic order have in fact retired by round r. From the description
of the algorithm, it follows that i will detect this fact before it starts operating on
Gih−1.
Observe that the algorithm treats ‘are you alive?’ messages as real work. There-
fore, we refer to these messages as work unless stated otherwise. On the other hand,
the ordinary messages are still referred to as messages.
Using Lemma 3.6, we can show that indeed effort is not wasted:
Lemma 3.7. At most |Gih| + |Gih−1| units of work are done and reported to Gih
by group Gih when operating on group G
i
h−1.
Proof. Given i, h, and an execution e of Protocol C, we consider the sequence
of triples (x, y, z), with one triple in the sequence for every time a process x ∈ Gih
sends an ordinary message reporting a unit of work y ∈ Gih−1 to a process z ∈ Gih,
listed in the order that the work was performed. We must show that the length of
this sequence is no greater than |Gih−1|+ |Gih|.
We say that a triple (x, y, z) is repeated in this sequence if there is a triple (x′, y, z′)
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later in the sequence where the same work unit y is performed. Clearly there are at
most |Gih−1| nonrepeated triples in the sequence, so it suffices to show that there
are at most |Gih| repeated triples. To show this, it suffices to show that the third
components of repeated triples (denoting which process was informed about the unit
of work) are distinct. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there are two repeated
triples (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z1) with the same third component. Suppose that x1
informed z1 about y1 in round r
′, and x2 informed z1 about y2 in round r
′′. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that r′ < r′′. Since (x1, y1, z1) is a repeated triple,
there is a triple (x3, y1, z2) after (x1, y1, z1) in the sequence. Let r3 be the round in
which x3 became active, and let r2 be the round in which x2 became active. Let
sj = roundxj [G
i
h](rj), for j = 2, 3. By Lemma 3.6, if s2 ≥ r′, then either x2’s
knowledge at the beginning of round s2 is greater than z1’s knowledge at the end of
r′, or z1 ∈ Fx2(r′), and if s2 < r′, then z1 ∈ Fx2 before x2 starts operating on Gh−1i .
Since x2 sends a message to z1 while operating on G
h−1
i , it cannot be the case that
z1 ∈ Fx2 before x2 starts operating on Gh−1i , so it must be the case that s2 ≥ r′ and
x2’s knowledge at the beginning of round r2 is greater than z1’s knowledge at the end
of round r′. In particular, this means that x2 must know that x1 informed z1 about
y1 at the beginning of r2.
We next show that every process x ∈ Ghi that is active at some round r between
r′ and r2 must know that x1 informed z1 about y1 at the beginning of round r. For
suppose not. Then, by Lemma 3.6, z1 must have retired by the beginning of round r.
Since, by Lemma 3.4, x is the most knowledgeable process at the beginning of round
r, it follows that no process that is not retired knows that z1 was informed about y1.
Thus, there is no way that x2 could find this out by round r2.
It is easy to see that x3 does not know that z1 was informed about y1 (for if it
did, it would not repeat the unit of work y1). Therefore, (x3, y1, z2) must come after
(x2, y2, z1) in the sequence. Since pointx2 [G
i
h](r
′′) = z1, and z1 received an ordinary
message from x1 while operating on G
i
h−1 at round r
′, it follows from Lemma 3.6
that between rounds r′ and r′′, every process in Gih that is not retired must receive an
ordinary message. In particular, this means that x3 must receive an ordinary message.
Since all active processes between round r′ and r′′ know that z1 was informed about
y1, it follows that x3 must know it too by the end of round r
′′. But then x3 would
not redo y1, giving us the desired contradiction.
Theorem 3.8. In every execution of Protocol C,
(a) at most n+ 2t units of real work are performed,
(b) at most n+ 8t log t messags are sent,
(c) by round t(5t+ 2 log t)(n+ t)2n+t, all processes have retired.
Proof. Lemma 3.7 implies that the amount of real work units that are performed
and reported to G1 is at most |G0|+ |G1| = n+ t. In addition, each of the t processes
may perform one unit without reporting it (because it retired immediately afterwards).
Summing the two, (a) follows.
For part (b), Lemma 3.7 implies that each Gih, h > 0, performs at most |Gih−1|+
|Gih| reported units of works when operating on Gih−1. (Here a unit is may be either a
real work unit or an ‘are you alive?’ message.) Let H = {(h, i) : 1 ≤ h ≤ log t, i ≡ 1
(mod 2log(t)+1−h)}. Notice if we consider groups of the form Gih for (h, i) ∈ H we
count all the groups exactly once. The argument above tells us that the total number
of reported units of work is
∑
(h,i)∈H
(|Gih−1|+ |Gih|) ≤ |G0|+ 3
∑
(h,i)∈H
|Gih|.
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The reason for the factor of 3 is that if h < log t, then |Gih| occurs three times in
the left-hand sum: once when considering the work performed by group Gih operating
on Gih−1, once when considering the work performed by G
i
h+1 when operating on
Gih, and once when considering the work performed by G
i+h
h+1 when operating on G
i
h.
Clearly, the |G0| reported units performed on G0 result in one message each, and
the remaining ones result in two messages each (because then the unit itself is also a
message). So the number of messages corresponding to reported units of work is at
most
|G0|+ 6
∑
(h,i)∈H
|Gih| = n+ 6t log t.
In addition, the unreported units may result in messages. These consist both of
‘are you alive?’ messages sent by a process but not reported by it due to the fact it
crashes or terminates immediately afterwards, and of ‘are you alive?’ messages that
were not reported because the recipient of the ‘are you alive?’ message responded.
Each process in Gih, h > 1 can perform at most one such unreported unit when
operating on Gih−1, and hence each group G
i
h, h > 1 performs no more than |Gih| such
units. In addition, we have to sum the answers of alive processes in Gih−1, h > 1 to
‘are you alive?’ message sent by Gih. Again, there are at most |Gih| such answers.
Finally, each process i sends messages to the other process in Gilog t just before it
starts operating, which together with the answers sums up to a total of no more than
2t messages. Therefore, the number of messages corresponding to unreported units
of work is at most
2t+
∑
(i,h)∈H,h>1
2|Gih| = 2t log t.
Summing the messages due to the reported units of work and the messages due
to the unreported units of work, part (b) follows.
Part (c) is immediate from Lemma 3.5.
We remark that we can improve the message complexity to O(t log t) (that is,
remove the n term in (b) above) by informing processes in group G1 after n/t units
of work done at level G0, rather than after every unit of work. This does not result
in a significant increase in total work, but it does increase the time complexity. The
increase in time complexity comes from an increase in K (the upper bound on the
number of rounds, from the time the currently active process takes over, that any
process needs to wait before first hearing from the active process). Formally, we have
Corollary 3.9. Modifying Protocol C by informing processes in group G1 after
n/t units of work done at level G0, rather than after every unit of work, yields a
protocol that sends O(t log t) messages, performs O(n+t) work, and terminates within
t(2n+ 3t+ 2 log t)(n+ t)2n+t rounds.
4. A Time-Optimal Algorithm. All the algorithms we have considered so far
are inherently sequential: there is only one process performing work at a time. If
processes always have many (other) tasks that they can do, then the fact that all
but one process is idle at a given time is not a great problem. On the other hand,
time is certainly a critical element in many applications. In this section, we present
an algorithm that aims to achieve maximum distribution of the work load among the
processes. The algorithm is time-optimal in the typical case where there are no faults,
and its performance degrades gracefully in the presence of faults. The basic ideas of
this algorithm have been patented [9].
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The idea of the algorithm is straightforward. We alternate work phases and
agreement phases , until all the correct processes are sure that all the work has been
done. In the first work phase, process j performs units of work 1+jn/t, . . . , (j+1)n/t
(we again assume for simplicity that n is a multiple of t) in the first n/t rounds.
Process j starts the first agreement phase by broadcasting a message to all the other
processes saying that it has done its work. In subsequent rounds, process j proceeds
much as in Eventual Byzantine Agreement [10]: It broadcasts its current view—what
work has been done, and which processes were alive at the end of the work phase,
from its point of view. It continues to do so until (a) the set of processes that are
currently alive, according to j’s view, is the same in two consecutive rounds, or (b) it
receives a message from some process i saying that i is done and containing i’s view.
In case (a), it takes as its final view its own view, while in case (b), it takes as its
final view the view in i’s message. In all cases, it then broadcasts a message saying
it is done, together with its final view of which processes were alive at the end of the
work phase and what work remains to be done, and terminates the phase.
Using the by-now standard techniques of [10], we can show that all the correct
processes agree on their final view at the time when they terminate the phase, and
a correct process is done by round n/t + f + 2, where f is the number of processes
that are faulty during the agreement phase. Finally, all correct processes terminate
at most one round after the first correct process terminates. We omit details here.
After process j terminates the first agreement phase, if, according to its final
view, n′ > 0 more work still needs to be done (perhaps because some process crashed
before doing its allocated work) and t′ ≥ t/2 processes are still correct, then it starts
the second work phase. It performs n′/t′ units of work, with the work being divided
among the correct processes according to their id numbers.3 After the work phase,
there is an agreement phase, which is just like the first agreement phase, with one
small change. Whereas in the first agreement phase, if process j did not hear from
process i during some round, then process j knew i was faulty, in later agreement
phases, since i may be behind j by one step, j must allow i one round of grace
before declaring it faulty. Similarly, in order to terminate, a process must have two
consecutive rounds after the grace round where, its view of the set of currently alive
processes is the same, or receive a message from another process saying it is done. We
leave it to the reader to check that again, at the end of the phase, all correct processes
agree that all the work has been performed, or they agree on their final view, and
that every correct process terminates no more than one round after the first correct
process terminates.
We continue in this manner, provided no more than half of the processes that
were correct at the beginning of a phase fail, until all correct processes are sure that
all work has been done. If at any phase more than half the correct processes fail, we
revert to another of our algorithms (for example, Protocol A). We call this algorithm
protocol D; the code appears in Figure 4. In the code, we use the function gradeS ,
where S is a set of nonnegative integers; gradeS(s) = k if there are k elements of S
less than s.
We now analyze Protocol D. The analysis splits into two cases, depending on
whether it is the case that for every phase, no more than half the processes that are
correct at the beginning of the phase are discovered to have failed during the phase.
3 Since n′ may not be divisible by t′, a process might have to do ⌈n′/t′⌉ work. We ignore this
issue in the discussion, since its impact on complexity is negligible; however, the code takes it into
account.
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Main protocol
1. S := {1, . . . , n}; {S is the set of outstanding units of work}
2. T := {0, . . . , t− 1}; {T is the set of processes known to have been correct
at the end of the previous work phase}
3. round := 1; {round keeps track of whether to allow a grace round}
4. while |S| > 0 do
5. S′ := {s ∈ S : gradeT (j)⌈|S|/|T |⌉ ≤ gradeS(s) < (gradeT (j) + 1)⌈|S|/|T |⌉};
6. Perform work in S′;
7. Wait ⌈|S|/|T |⌉ − |S′| rounds; {to make sure all processes spend equally long in this phase}
8. S := S\S′; {update outstanding units of work}
9. T ′ := T ;
10. Agree(round); {see code below}
11. if |T ′| > 2|T | (i.e. more than half the processes alive at the end of the previous
work phase failed by the end of the current work phase)
12. then perform work in S using Protocol A;
13. S := ∅;
14. round := 0
Agree(round)
1. done := false;
2. U := T ; {U keeps track of processes not known by j to be faulty}
3. T := {j};
4. while ¬done do
5. Uj := U ; {save old value of U}
6. Broadcast (j, S, T,done) to all processes in U ;
7. for i ∈ Uj do
8. if received (i, Si, Ti,donei) and donei = false
9. then S := S ∩ Si;
10. T := T ∪ Ti;
11. if received (i, Si, Ti,donei) and donei = true
12. then S := Si;
13. T := Ti;
14. done := true;
15. if no message received from i and round ≥ 1
16. then U := U/{i};
17. if U = Uj and round ≥ 1
18. then done := true;
19. round := round+ 1;
20. Broadcast (j, S, T,done) to all processes in U
Fig. 4. Protool D; Code for Process j
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A process p is thought to be correct at the beginning of phase i if i = 1 or i > 1
and p is in the final view of some process p′ that decided in the phase i− 1 agreement
protocol. Note that in the latter case p is in the final view of all processes that
complete the phase i− 1 agreement protocol.
Theorem 4.1. In every execution of Protocol D in which at most f processes
fail,
1. if for each phase, no more than half the processes that are thought to be correct
at the beginning of the phase are discovered to have failed by the end of that
phase, then
(a) at most 2n units of work are performed,
(b) at most (4f + 2)t2 messages are sent,
(c) by round (f + 1)n/t+ 4f + 2, all processes have retired.
2. if in some phase more than half the processes that are thought to be correct
at the beginning of some phase are discovered to have failed by the end of the
phase, then
(a) at most 4n units of work are performed,
(b) at most (4f + 2)t2 + 9t
√
t/(2
√
2) messages are sent,
(c) by round (f + 1)n/t+ 4f + 2 + nt/2 + 3t2/4, all processes have retired.
Proof. For part (1), an easy induction on k shows that by the end of phase k, no
more than n/2k units of work remain to be done, and no more than n+ · · ·+ n/2k−1
units of work have been done. It follows that at most 2n units of work are done
altogether. (We remark that there is nothing special about the factor “half” in our
requirement that we revert to Protocol A if more than half the processes that were
correct at the beginning of the phase are discovered to have failed during the phase.
We could have chosen any factor α; a similar proof would show that by the end of
phase k, at most αkn units of work remain to be done, and no more than n+· · ·+αk−1n
units of work have been done, so that no more than n/(1−α) units of work are done
altogether. However, it follows from results of [8] that if we allow an arbitrary fraction
of the processes to fail at every step, and do not revert to Protocol A, it is possible
to construct an execution where f processes fail and Ω(n log(f)/ log log(f)) units of
work are done altogether. Indeed, it follows from the arguments in [8] that this result
is tight; there is a matching upper bound.) Since each nonfaulty process broadcasts
to all the other nonfaulty processes in each round of an agreement phase, at most t2
messages are sent in each such round. If fk is the number of failures discovered during
the kth agreement phase, then the first agreement phase lasts at most f1 + 2 rounds,
while for k > 1, the kth agreement phase lasts at most fk + 3 rounds, because of the
grace round. Thus, altogether, the agreement phases last at most f + 3a− 1 rounds,
where a is the number of agreement phases. Since a ≤ f + 1, the agreement phases
last at most 4f + 2 rounds, and at most (4f + 2)t2 messages are sent. Finally, to
compute an upper bound on the total number of rounds, it remains only to compute
how many rounds are required to do the work (since we know the agreement phases
last altogether at most 4f + 2 rounds). Recall that at the end of phase k, at most
n/2k units of work need to be done. Since no more than half the processes fail during
any phase, at least t/2k processes are nonfaulty. Thus, at most (n/2k)/(t/2k) = n/t
rounds are spent during each work phase doing work. Since there are at most f + 1
work phases, this gives the required bound on the total number of rounds.
For part (2), first observe that if we revert to Protocol A at the end of phase
k, then by our earlier observations it is known to the remaining processes that no
more than n/2k−1 units of work remain to be done, and no more than (2− 1/2k−1)n
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units of work have been done. It is also easy to see that at least t/2 processes
are discovered as faulty. Moreover, by the bounds in part (1), at most (4f + 2)t2
messages have been sent and (f +1)n/t+ 4f + 2 rounds have elapsed. Now applying
Theorem 2.3, we see that at most 3n/2k−1 work is performed by protocol A, no
more than 9(t/2)
√
t/2 = 9t
√
t/(2
√
2) messages are sent, and nt/2k + 3t2/4 rounds
are required. By taking k = 1 (the worst case), we get the bounds claimed in the
statement of the theorem.
While the worst-case message complexity of this algorithm is significantly worse
than that of our other algorithms, the time complexity is better (at least, if less
than half the correct processes fail in each phase). More importantly, the situation
is particularly good if no process fails or one process fails. If no process fails, then
n units of work are done, the algorithm takes n/t + 2 rounds, and 2t2 messages are
sent. If one process fails, then we leave it to the reader to check that the algorithm
requires at most n/t+ ⌈n/(t(t− 1))⌉+6 rounds, has message complexity at most 5t2,
and at most n+ n/t units of work are done.
As we mentioned in the introduction, it is easy to modify this algorithm to deal
with a somewhat more realistic setting, where work is continually coming in to the
system. Essentially, the idea is to run Eventual Byzantine Agreement periodically
(where the length of the period depends on the size of the work load, and other
features of the system). We omit further details here.
We can also cut down the message complexity in the case of no failures to 2(t−1),
rather than 2t2, while still keeping the same work and time complexity. Instead of
messages being broadcast during the agreement phase, they are all sent to a central
coordinator, who broadcasts the results. If there are no failures, the agreement phase
lasts 2 rounds, just as before. Dealing with failures is somewhat subtle if we do this
though, so we do not analyze this approach carefully here.
5. Application to Byzantine Agreement. One application of our algorithms
is to Byzantine agreement. A Byzantine agreement protocol provides a means for n
processes, at most t of which may be faulty, to agree on a value broadcast by a
distinguished process called the general, in such a way that all nonfaulty processes
decide on the same value and, when the general is nonfaulty, they decide on the value
the general sent. As in the rest of the paper, we restrict ourselves here to crash
failures.
Consider the following Byzantine agreement algorithm. The algorithm proceeds
in two stages: first, the general broadcasts its value to processes 0 to t; and then,
these t+ 1 processes employ one of our sequential algorithms to perform the “work”
of informing processes 0 to n− 1 about the general’s value. So, performing one unit
of work here means sending a message of the form “the general’s value is x.” To
distinguish processes 0, . . . , t from the others, we refer to them as the senders. A
few more details are necessary to complete the description of the algorithm. First,
throughout the algorithm, each process has a value for the general. Initially, the value
is 0. If a process receives a message informing it about a value for the general different
from its current value, it adopts the new value. Second, if the chosen work protocol
is C, then we modify it slightly so that each of its messages contains, in addition to
its usual original contents, the current value the sender has for the general. Finally,
at a predetermined time by which the underlying work protocol is guaranteed to have
terminated, each process decides on its current value for the general.
Observe that processes 0, . . . , t play two roles in the second stage of the Byzantine
agreement algorithm: they both report the value of the general (as they do work) and
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are informed of this value (as work is performed on them by other senders).
We now prove the correctness of our Byzantine agreement algorithm. Obviously,
if the general is correct, all processes will decide on its value. Since at least one of the
t+ 1 senders is nonfaulty, it must be the case that a value is reported by a sender to
every nonfaulty process. To show agreement, it suffices to show that there is no time
at which two nonfaulty processes that have had a value reported to them by a sender
have different (current) values. This, in turn, follows from the fact that if an active
sender p reports a value v, and the sender that was active just before p reported v¯,
then at the time p becomes active, no value was reported to any nonfaulty process.
Assume otherwise. Let p be the first active sender that violates this claim. Then p
reports v for the general and the previous sender reported v¯. Let q be the first sender
that was active before p and reported v¯; by construction, all senders that were active
after q but before p reported v¯.
By assumption, when q becomes active, no value was reported to any process that
has not yet crashed. The choice of q guarantees that the only value that is reported
from the time that q becomes active to the time that p becomes active is v¯. It cannot
be the case that a value was reported to p during this time, for then p’s value when
it becomes active would be v¯, not v. In the case of Protocols A and B, since work
is done in increasing order of process number, it follows that no value is reported
to any process with a higher number than p. (We remark that it is important here
that a value is not included as part of the checkpoint messages in Protocols A and
B. Since checkpoint messages are broadcast, if a value were included, it is possible
that a process that was active before p crashed while checkpointing to p; in this case,
p may not have heard the value v¯, and some process with a higher number than p
may have heard it.) Moreover, the proof of correctness of Protocols A and B shows
that all processes with a lower number than p must have crashed before p became
active. Thus, it follows that no value was reported to any nonfaulty process at the
time p became active. In the case of Protocol C, when p becomes active it is the
most knowledgeable nonretired (and hence nonfaulty) process. Since for Protocol C
we assume that the checkpointing messages include the value that was sent, no value
can have been sent to any process that has not crashed.
Using Protocol C, we get a Byzantine Agreement protocol for crash failures that
uses O(n + t log t) messages in the worst case, thus improving over Bracha’s bound
of O(n + t
√
t) [4]. Using A or B, we match Bracha’s message complexity, but our
protocols are constructive, whereas Bracha’s is not.
6. Conclusions. In this paper we have formulated the problem of performing
work efficiently in the presence of faults. We presented three work-optimal protocols
to solve the problem. One sends O(t
√
t) messages and takes O(n + t) time, another
requires O(t log t) messages at the cost of significantly greater running time, and the
third optimizes on time in the usual case (where there are few failures). In particular,
in the failure-free case, it takes n/t+ 2 rounds and requires 2t2 messages.
There are numerous open problems that remain. For example, it would be inter-
esting to see if message complexity and running time could be simultaneously opti-
mized. It would also be interesting to prove a nontrivial lower bound on the message
complexity of work-optimal protocols. Finally, note that by trying to optimize effort,
the sum of work done and messages sent, we implicitly assumed that one unit of work
was equal to one message. In practice, we may want to weight messages and work
differently. As long as the “weight” of a message is linearly related to the weight of
a unit of work, then, of course, the complexity bounds for our algorithms continue
34
to hold. However, if we weight things a little differently, then a completely different
set of algorithms might turn out to be optimal. In general, it would be interesting to
explore message/work/time tradeoffs in this model.
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